[Occurrence and prognostic impact of selected factors in neuroblastoma in children].
Neuroblastoma (NBL) accounts for 6-10% of neoplastic diseases of childhood. The clinical course of NBL is very variable and depends on the presence of prognostic factors. The aim of the study is retrospective evaluation of occurrence of known prognostic factors and disease markers in patients treated in 1991-2005 in our institution. Sixty of 100 treated patients were included to the study, in whom tumor embedded in paraffin was available. In all patients, who had no genetic evaluation at diagnosis, especially MYCN amplification, FISH study was performed. In analyzed group, 29 patients died, 23 of them from NBL. Disease progression (n = 12) or relapse (n = 19) was observed in 31 patients. In the whole analyzed group, age had statistically significant influence on deaths caused by NBL (p = 0.01) and therapy failures (p = 0.00008). The statistically significant increase of NBL death incidence (p = 0.00001) and therapy failures (p = 0.00004) was found in stage 4 patients in comparison with other stages. Presence of MYCN amplification statistically significant decreases overall survival (OS) (p = 0.01) and disease free survival (DFS) (p = 0.047) for the whole analyzed group. However, presence of MYCN amplification had no statistically significant influence on OS and DFS in patients over 1 year of age. Multiple Cox analysis showed independent statistically significant influence of stage and MYCN amplification on prognosis. Employment of new treatment modalities, with treatment intensity adjusted to the risk group, but also with the specificity adapted to tumor characteristics (cytogenetic and molecular) as well as further development of supportive therapy improvement may lead to improvement of treatment results, especially in high risk group and to reduction of therapy complications and improvement of quality of life in all children with this tumor.